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Why are we here to today? 

Understanding forest carbon dynamics

Land management and nature-based 

solutions

Offset markets in the US (and findings so 

far)

Way forward?



SLOW C
• C takes between 100-200 million 

years to move between rocks, soil, 
ocean, and atmosphere in the slow 
carbon cycle

• The slow cycle returns carbon to the 
atmosphere through volcanoes*

FAST C
• Movement of carbon through life 

forms in the the biosphere
• Decadal/annual

(*HUMANS EMIT 100-300 times for carbon 
than volcanoes)

Quick carbon recap — where, how, why

Atmosphere C storage 

Diffusion

Photosynthesis

Combustion

Fossil fuel emissions

Ocean C storage 

Biosphere C

Lithosphere C storage 

Respiration



Fate of anthropogenic CO2 emissions (2009—2018)

Global C Budget 2019 
https://www.globalcarbonproject.org/carbonbudget
/



Image from Wofsy (2001) Science, adapted from Pacala et al. 2001

….more than 75 % of the C sequestered in the United States is found in 
organic matter that is not inventoried



Photo: L. Kaarakka

CARBON SINK IN US FORESTS =
 211 Tg C (teragrams)

(12% of greenhouse gas emissions)

Harvesting is the most 
extensive disturbance both 
in terms of area and carbon 
impacts in US forests





Harris, N. Et al. 2021 https://www.nature.com/articles/s41558-020-00976-6

Source

Sink



Harris, N.L., Hagen, S.C., Saatchi, S.S. et al. Attribution of net carbon change by disturbance type across forest lands of the conterminous United States. 
Carbon Balance Manage 11, 24 (2016). https://doi.org/10.1186/s13021-016-0066-5

….these 
disturbances 
[harvest, fire, 
insects, storms] 
reduced the 
estimated potential 
C sink of US forests 
by 42%.





Anderegg et al 
Nature Climate 
Change 2013
Allen et al For 
Eco Mgmt 
2010

Climate-induced 
mortality

Spain Colorado

Argentina New Mexico



Why talk about carbon and changing 
conditions?!



Land management key component in climate change mitigation 
Nature-based solutions→ forest pathways
US forests = C sink (12% of emissions)
Improved forest management (IFM)

Photos: L. Kaarakka

Land management and nature-based solutions



Offsets in the market — 80% 
forestry projects

58% of all credits, 96% of 
forestry sector credits 

OFFSETS?

Land management - IFM



…now to C offset markets here in US
Offsets
Offsets are real, quantifiable, enforceable, permanent, additional, and verified 
reductions of GHGs generated from projects in economic sectors – like forestry or 
agriculture – that are not covered by the Cap-and-Trade Program (California)
Unit? 



Carbon market in California 

Slide credit: Sarah Wescott - Climate Action Reserve



Compliance Offset Program (part of Cap-and-Trade)

Forest Inventory 
has to meet the requirements of forest 

protocol, done by Offset Project Registry. C 
stocks verified by a third-party verifier

In the Compliance Offset Program → 
California Air Resource Board issues 

allowances/offsets

In the Voluntary Offset Program → Offset 
Project Developer issues offsets

Allowances/offset credits issued after 
verification and crediting period

Offsets issued after verification

$$

Offset project crediting period for IFM-projects = 25 reporting periods

100-year monitoring period

Voluntary Offset Program

Climate Action Reserve 100 years 

American Carbon Registry 40 years
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200 million offsets have been issued through the California  Voluntary Offset Market 



Slide credit: Sarah Wescott - Climate Action Reserve



oWhat exactly is meant by IFM?
oConnection to practical forest management 
oExtended rotation?
oWhere are the projects located? 

Land management - IFM



Assessing forest carbon offset projects in 
the silvicultural context



Project areas 



Ownership and forest management



Results 
California, Alaska, Washington ➡ largest 
projects and most offsets 

Private companies largest ownership 
group (70% of offsets)

Forest management: uneven-aged 
management (36% of offsets), no 
management (34%)

Retention?



Wildfire hazard potential 



Solutions?



Thinking of solutions - data?
“The geospatial monitoring framework 
introduced here supports climate policy 
development by promoting alignment and 
transparency in setting priorities and tracking 
collective progress towards forest-specific 
climate mitigation goals with both local detail and 
global consistency.”

~27% of the global net forest GHG sink 
occurred within protected areas



Thinking of solutions - management?



Figure: Harmon (2009)

ASSESSING FOREST CARBON IN THE LANDSCAPE CONTEXT

Photo: L. Kaarakka
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https://www.nps.gov/articles/wildland-fire-in-ponderosa-pine.htm



Silviculture and carbon?
Forest management practices that can maintain or enhance forest carbon storage include

Retain forests (avoid deforestation/conversion) as forests 

Actively regenerate forests after fire, reforest areas that were historically forested

Protect and support soil productivity

Reduce wildfire risk (thinning, removing fuel ladders, pruning, etc.) 

Manage forests for a variety of ecosystem services (NOT just C!)

Substitute forest biomass for fossil fuels, and long-lived forest products for carbon 
intensive materials like concrete and steel



Forests and 
carbon?



ISSUE: “However, researchers, journalists, and other observers have found that 
several popular crediting methodologies and activities that rely on them have 
not produced the decarbonization outcomes they claim. Important questions 
have emerged about how to ensure that VCMs genuinely drive additional 
decarbonization action (rather than reward what would have happened anyway) 
that is sustained over time and does not simply shift emissions elsewhere. In 
addition, barriers to market participation have inhibited market efficiency and 
opportunity.”

SOLUTION (in the US forestry sector)?



‘Methodologies used to construct deforestation baselines for carbon offset 
interventions need urgent revisions to correctly attribute reduced deforestation 
to the projects, thus maintaining both incentives for forest conservation and the 
integrity of global carbon accounting’

‘..these findings underscore the need for a 
robust framework to monitor and evaluate 
cumulative and future carbon benefits of 
forest-based offset projects, and for assessing 
the risk of reversal associated with each 
project.’



https://www.nytimes.com/2022/07/13/magazine/planting-trees-climate-change.html



[New and existing] Forest carbon offsets/credits in the US need …

…to be vetted for actual C benefit (and to avoid double-counting)
…assessed for the REALISTIC disturbance risk 
…[state] oversight (transparency, trust in process)
…clarity in terms of forest management applied
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What to remember from this talk… 

FIRE 



Contact: 
LILLI KAARAKKA
lkaarakk@calpoly.edu

Thanks to Dr. Dee, Julia Rothey, Dr. Cornett, Dr. 
Domke, Dr. Ontl, Dr. Aislyn Keys, Dr. Katie Peterson, 
Jonathan Garcia, Audrey Rose, Assata Golash and all 
the students who have and are currently carrying 
out amazing research projects!

mailto:lkaarakk@calpoly.edu


Resources worth listening/watching/reading: 

https://www.nytimes.com/2022/09/20/opinion/ezra-klein-podcast-jesse-jenkins.html

https://www.canr.msu.edu/fccp/Engagement-ORL/Learning-Exchange-Series 

https://www.epa.gov/ghgemissions/inventory-us-greenhouse-gas-emissions-and-
sinks

https://www.fire.ca.gov/what-we-do/fire-resource-assessment-program

https://www.globalforestwatch.org/ 
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